GLIS rearrangements in thyroid nodules: A key to preoperative diagnosis of hyalinizing trabecular tumor.
Hyalinizing trabecular tumor (HTT) is a rare thyroid neoplasm with peculiar morphologic features that overlap with those of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC). Specifically, the presence of enlarged oval nuclei, nuclear grooves, and intranuclear pseudoinclusions makes precise cytopathologic diagnosis challenging. If the cytopathologic diagnosis is suspicious for malignancy (Bethesda V) or is malignant (Bethesda VI), a total thyroidectomy, which would be considered an overtreatment, may follow. The recent discovery of the strong association between GLIS fusions and HTT sheds light on its pathogenesis and offers a pathway for its presurgical identification. Although the number of cases analyzed is limited, the recent landmark study shows that GLIS fusions are highly specific for HTT and that lobectomy is the likely appropriate surgical treatment, because these neoplasms, which lack invasion, are benign. For overall success, cytopathologic recognition of the subtle features is important to avoid false-positive diagnoses and directing potential HTT cases toward indeterminate cytopathologic diagnoses, which would trigger further molecular testing. Additional studies are needed to determine whether a malignant counterpart of GLIS fusion-positive HTT exists and if more conservative approaches may be taken.